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How many promotion points are correspondence courses worth

(4 days ago) Jko Courses For Promotion Points 2021. Promotion Find-coupon-codes.com Related Courses ›› (2 days ago) (2 days ago) Jko Courses For Promotion Points 2021 - Find Coupon Codes (2 days ago) (9 days ago) May 07, 2021 You can take courses on JKO that are worth Army Promotion Points. This site is available to all DOD members. If you
are using a mobile device to JKO Approved List of Courses … Category:  Coupon codes Show All Coupons (5 days ago) 42 Us Army Alms Courses Worth Promotion Points - May 2021. Posted: (7 days ago) Sep 15, 2020 · Deals s through Correspondence courses, JKO, ALMS or Skill port courses.You can earn a total of 78 promotion points for SGT and 84
for SSG through online courses and hands down is the fastest and easiest of any way to gain any pointsCorrespondence courses, JKO, ALMS or Skill port courses.You … Category:  coupon codes Show All Coupons (1 days ago) Army Course Worth Promotion Points (45 New Courses) Military Education: The fastests way to earn points for military education
is through Correspondence courses, JKO, ALMS or Skill port courses.You can earn a total of 78 promotion points for SGT and 84 for SSG through online courses and hands down is the fastest and easiest of any way to gain any points. Category:  coupon codes Show All Coupons (4 days ago) (7 days ago) May 12, 2021 Jko Courses Worth Promotion Points
2020 - XpCourse. pdf) or read book online for free. (3 days ago) Jko Courses For Promotion Points . jko courses worth promotion points 2020. Results 1 - 15 of 81 jko courses worth promotion points 2020. Students can arrive, learn, engageâ€” all at their own pace in a Category:  coupon codes Show All Coupons (4 days ago) Jko Courses Worth Promotion
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codes Show All Coupons (2 days ago) Courses Jko For Promotion Points. CODES (5 days ago) CODES (4 days ago) (9 days ago)Jko Courses Worth Promotion Points 2020 (4 days ago) Deals s through Correspondence courses, JKO, ALMS or Skill port courses.You can earn a total of 78 promotion points for SGT and 84 for SSG through online courses
and hands down is the fastest and easiest of any way to gain any points. Category:  coupon codes Show All Coupons (6 days ago) Top 42 Jko Promotion Points Courses 2020 - May 2021. COUPON (3 days ago) JKO Approved List Of Courses For Promotion Points EZ . Joint Knowledge Online (JKO) is another e learning system available to soldiersYou can
take courses on JKO that are worth Army Promotion Pointscourses on JKO that are worth Army Promotion Points Category:  coupon codes Show All Coupons (3 days ago) Courses Jko For Promotion Points - May 2021. COUPON (10 days ago) Posted: (15 days ago) Jko Courses Worth Promotion Points 2020 - XpCourse (1 days ago) Deals s through
Correspondence courses, JKO, ALMS or Skill port courses.You can earn a total of 78 promotion points for SGT and 84 for SSG through online courses and hands down is the fastest and easiest of any way to gain any points. Category:  coupon codes Show All Coupons Joint Knowledge Online (JKO) is another e learning system available to soldiers. You
can take courses on JKO that are worth Army Promotion Points. This site is available to all DOD members.What are the best courses for promotion points?If you are looking to get easy Army promotion points, your best option is the Army Skillport system. The Army Correspondence Courses force you to go through each page like a slide show to get credit for
completing the course. Skillport allows you to skip all the “learning material” and just take the course test.How do you get promotion points?The most common ways to earn promotion points are doing well on your PT test and shooting well at the range. Other ways are college courses and other Army classes, either online or in person. army e-5 to e-6
promotion points On its own, competing for Army E-5 to E-6 promotion points can be confusing for soldiers working toward career advancement to SSG. Digging into Army Regulation 600-8-19 (Enlisted Promotions and Reductions) can wipe out anyone not accustom to trudging through its complicated language and red tape. Luckily, with a little help along
the way, enlisted service members in Grades E-1 to E-5, like you, can experience fast, repeatable, and dramatic promotion point gains. For success, you simply have to understand how to the Army promotion point process works, where you can earn them, and how many points are available for you to grab. For starters, that's a lot to unpack so let's start with
the basics of the promotion point system with our initial focus on what's available and possible to achieve. Opportunities for Army E-5 to E-6 Promotion Points So, the total promotion points available for soldiers going from E-5 to E-6 is 800.  That’s spread across five (5) different categories of “opportunity” buckets that you should, actually must, get laser
focused to have a strong chance of hitting the Army promotion cutoff scores for your Military Occupational Specialty (MOS). Here is a summary of each bucket to ensure that you’re calibrated and focused on the right places, so you can achieve the maximum possible promotion points with no wasted energy. Once you have a firm grasp on these, head over
to my post on the importance of using an promotion points calculator to make things super simple.>> DOWNLOAD OUR FREE PROMOTION POINTS BLUEPRINT + ONLINE PROMOTION POINTS CALCULATOR Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) The APFT was never my personal favorite when I served in the Army, but this one never seems to go out of
style or get replaced. I personally struggled to max out my points, but knowing that it is here to stay is at least predictable, if nothing else. The APFT affords up to 145-points, over 18% of the total 800 available. Typically, the APFT requires you to successfully pass three (3) standard events, including the push-up, sit-up, and 2-mile run.  You must achieve a
minimum score of 60 on each event to pass. To put it into perspective, here are some example APFT promotion points compared to your event scores: APFT Score = 300 | Promotion Points = 145APFT Score = 250 | Promotion Points = 70APFT Score = 225 | Promotion Points = 36APFT Score = 200 | Promotion Points = 23APFT Score = 180 | Promotion
Points = 15 Above, you can see the large gap between the minimum and maximum promotion points. Your preparation and focus on Army APFT promotion points will make a significant difference in getting promoted from E-5 to E-6. Do not miss out on these promotion points that are right in front of your eyes.  Seize the opportunity!To see how your scores
stack up for promotion points, go to my APFT scoring page.>> DOWNLOAD OUR FREE PROMOTION POINTS BLUEPRINT + ONLINE PROMOTION POINTS CALCULATOR Weapons Qualification Range qualifying with your assigned weapon is not only required for every soldier but an important contributor to amassing your promotion point haul.
Qualifying with your weapon contributes up to 110-points, or nearly 14% of all points available. Don’t let these points pass you by, with a bit of focus, rest, and steady hands you can grab most of these and deposit them in your promotion point bank account! With the most common M16A2/M4 assigned rifle, here is the min to max of what you can expect to
add to your promotion point tally: Targets Hit = 40 | Promotion Points = 110Targets Hit = 35 | Promotion Points = 91Targets Hit = 30 | Promotion Points = 56Targets Hit = 23 | Promotion Points = 28 Awards, Decorations, and Achievements This bucket is one of the most satisfying and memorable areas to gobble up some sweet promotion points. The
memories and relationships made that resulted in many of these accolades will ensure for a lifetime. The Awards category provides up to 165-points, or nearly 21% of the 800 total promotion points available. There are more than 60 unique awards and badges that have promotion points tied to them. With too many to list, here are a few selected examples to
bring some perspective on how easy it is to stack these up and achieve the maximum available points: Expert Infantry Badge                    | 30-PointsArmy Commendation Medal        | 20-PointsArmy Achievement Medal            | 10-PointsGood Conduct Medal                     | 10-PointsAir Assault Badge                            | 10-PointsDriver and Mechanic
Badge         | 10-Points With your intentional focus on performance and achievement, you can max this out and move on to other areas in no time. Military Education Now we get into the mother load of available points!  Military Education is the one area that every soldier preparing to get promoted from E-5 to E-6 must understand and ethically exploit for
every possible point available. Want some really great news? There are huge opportunities here and most soldiers wait too late to begin the acting like Pac-Man and miss out on gobbling these points up. Don’t be left behind and miss out on a potential promotion to E-6 in the secondary zone! Be hyper-intentional and start your journey now. If you have
already begun, then fantastic and congratulations! Just remember, it is never too late to get into gear. Military Education brings a total of up to 220-points, or a whopping 27.5% of the total 800-point opportunity! Do not miss out on your share of the gold! Here are a few ways you can get in the game now: Distinguished Honor Graduate (on DA Form 1059) =
40-PointsCommandants List (on DA Form 1059) = 20-PointsCertain Resident Military Training (90-points Max) = 4-Points per weekRanger Qualification Course = 40-PointsCorrespondence Courses (must complete in full) = 1-point per 5 hours Civilian Education Here is still another area where you can stand out and be different. Most soldiers overlook this
opportunity bucket and are late to the party and delay starting college coursework. Civilian Education offers a bounty of up to 160-points, or 20% of the total 800-points available. I recommend that all soldiers, immediately upon arriving at their first duty station, enroll in their first college course. This allows for the process to begin, even if super slow, so that
you wake up as an E-5 and have this bucket well under control. If you have already started college course or have earned a degree, congratulations! You are already ahead of the curve and have a distinct advantage as you get into the widow for promotion from E-5 to E-6. Here are some specific ways to earn Civilian Education promotion points: Each
Semester Hour Completed = 2-pointsDegree Completion while a SGT / E-5 = 20-pointsCLEP Tests = 2-points per credit hourTechnical Certifications = 10-points each cert (Max 50-points) All in all, there are many ways for you to build a portfolio of promotions points that will be the envy of your buddies. Here’s a quick wrap up to put it all together: APFT Up
to 145 Promotion Points Weapons Qualification Up to 110 Promotion Points Awards & Decorations Up to 165 Promotion Points Military Education Up to 220 Promotion Points Civilian Education Up to 160 Promotion Points Total Promotion Point Opportunity = 800! You can do this, I believe in you and wish you the very best on your journey toward SSG / E-6!
To learn more about me and my Army Promotion Points Journey and Successes, visit my About Page.>> DOWNLOAD OUR FREE PROMOTION POINTS BLUEPRINT + ONLINE PROMOTION POINTS CALCULATOR 32 pages of promotion points bliss that helps you earn points and get promoted to E-5 and E-6 faster.
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